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Abstract—We present a general framework for modeling power
magnetic materials characteristics using deep neural networks.
Magnetic materials represented by multidimensional character-
istics (that mimic measurements) are used to train the neural
autoencoder model in an unsupervised manner. The encoder
is trying to predict the material parameters of a theoretical
model, which is then used in a decoder part. The decoder,
using the predicted parameters, reconstructs the input charac-
teristics. The neural model is trained to capture a synthetically
generated set of characteristics that can cover a broad range
of material behaviors, leading to a model that can generalize
on the underlying physics rather than just optimize the model
parameters for a single measurement. After setting up the model,
we prove its usefulness in the complex problem of modeling
magnetic materials in the frequency and current (out-of-linear
range) domains simultaneously, for which we use measured
characteristics obtained for frequency up to 10 MHz and H-field
up to saturation.

Index Terms—power magnetics, materials modeling, deep neu-
ral networks, synthetic data, magnetic ring

I. INTRODUCTION

MAGNETIC components, such as inductors and trans-
formers, are vital in power electronics devices requiring

dedicated modeling efforts due to specific working conditions
and underlying physical principles. No fully satisfactory first-
principle models have yet been proposed for power magnetic
materials, and currently efforts are underway to reproduce
magnetic materials characteristics using machine learning
frameworks [1]–[3]. After developing a theory that describes
the underlying physics, one comes to the stage where it is
necessary to choose the parameters of the model, most often
adjusting them to obtain a correspondence between the model
characteristics and the measurements. Depending on the model
complexity, a typical approach is to optimize parameters by
curve fitting using least-squares or one of the vast variety of
optimization algorithms, such as gradient-based methods [4],
simulated annealing [5], particle swarm optimizations [6], [7],
or evolutionary algorithms [8], [9]. Regardless of the algorithm
chosen, optimization is always the selection of a parameter for
a given set of measurement data.

With the advent of big data, deep learning, i.e. paradigm
that uses deep neural networks (NNs), revolutionary break-
throughs in many conventional machine learning and pattern
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recognition tasks are a fact, such as computer vision or
signal processing [10], [11]. The accompanied data-driven
materials modeling approach [12]–[15], including data-driven
magnetic materials modeling [1]–[3], also provides significant
shift in materials science methodology from simple trial-and-
error routine to intelligent discovery of new materials with
demanding properties [16]–[20].

In this paper, we propose a similar approach but for learning
any analytical model of a material in terms of intelligent
fitting of its parameters. The only requirement for the model
is that it must be differentiable to allow the fitting error to be
passed back (backpropagated) during the NN training. In the
following, we train a machine learning model composed of a
deep NN to be able to select parameters of a given theoretical
model over a wide range of material characteristics at the
same time, not just to single measurement data, which from
machine learning perspective would be just overfilling of this
single characteristic. Our aim is to construct a model capable
of generalizing across various features, not just one, which
also implies that the neural network can capture the physics
underlying the theoretical model.

Neural networks have been applied for modeling core losses
or hysteresis loops of power magnetics (e.g., nanocrystalline
rings) using simple few-layer perceptrons [21]–[27], or re-
current NN [28]. Also, recently introduced MagNet plat-
form [29], [30] proves that NN can be utilized to effectively
learn B-H loop of magnetic material via more advanced
autoencoder architectures, similar to ours.

Nanocrystalline rings are currently used in many power and
electronic devices [31] to meet the requirements imposed
on the devices with respect to electromagnetic compatibility
by suppressing electromagnetic interferences and insulation
coordination by suppressing overvoltages occurring in these
devices, in particular, overvoltages occurring in Gas-Insulated
Switchgear [32]).

II. MODEL AND DATA GENERATION

.Various approaches to modeling magnetic materials in
nonlinear conditions were proposed, including famous Jiles-
Atherton (JA) model [33], [34], models based on Finite Ele-
ment Method (FEM) that can describe local spatial dependence
of magnetization [35], [36], or lumped element equivalent
circuits (LEEC) [37], suitable for direct implementation in
SPICE or EMTP simulators [38], [39].

To show the capability of the proposed approach, we will
focus on a phenomenological model of magnetic material in a
wide frequency range capturing both linear and nonlinear H-
field regimes. Here, we will use LEEC representing impedance
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Impedance of a magnetic ring (a) measured as a function of frequency for various DC current biasings that controls operating point from
(IDC = 0 A, red curve) to the full saturation (IDC = 27 A, blue curve), and (b) generated (random sample) using lumped element model with randomly
selected outermost characteristics (red and blue one) and continuous transition between different curves). The generated data (b) will serve as a training set
for the introduced neural network model, while the measurement ones (a) will be used to test the already trained NN model.

characteristics of magnetic rings in both frequency and current
domains, introduced in [40], and further analyzed in terms of
its parameters optimization [41], also using AI methods [42].

To make our analysis realistic, we collect a set of measure-
ments that will serve as a test set for the developed method.
In Fig. 1(a), there is presented a family of impedances as a
function of frequency f , taken for different DC-bias current
IDC which controls the ring magnetization: from a linear range
(see red curves in Fig.1a) up to the ring saturation (blue curves
in Fig.1a). The color of the measured impedance curves Zmeas,
that changes gradually from red, for IDC = 0 A, to blue, for
IDC = 27 A, (Nbias = 31 different values in total) shows
impedances for different DC-bias current IDC and frequency:
Zmeas = Zmeas(IDC, f). Having families of characteristics,
not just a single one, will be crucial when proving the model’s
capability to capture broad physics rather than just fitting a
single feature. Methods for measuring magnetic rings over a
wide range of frequencies and DC-bias current up to saturation
are not a trivial task (especially reaching the saturation limit
is challenging) and are described in detail in Ref. [43].

Let us now introduce the analytical model of a ring in the
form of LEEC impedance synthesized out of the series of
M = 7 L and R elements connected in parallel, as presented
in Fig. 1(b), with the equivalent impedance in a form

Zmodel(s) =

M∑
i=1

sRi

s+ Ri

Li

, (1)

where s = j2πf , and j is the imaginary unit. A series of
parallel LR circuits was chosen as the best representation of
the measurement data, whose impedance has a phase in the
range of 0-90 degrees (indicating it is resistive-inductive). The
number of M = 7 elements was selected to ensure generality
of the model and will be discussed in further sections. The
goal for the NN will be to learn the model defined in Eq. 1
and predict its parameters, i.e., to find {Li, Ri} for a given
frequency characteristics over the wide range of their possible

Figure 2. Four representative families of characteristics Zj(IDC, f), where
j = 1 . . . Nbias, from the synthesized training dataset. Solid line denotes
impedance amplitude and dashed line denotes impedance phase as in Fig.1b

behaviors. Therefore, to train the NN model and to force it
to generalize over different behaviors, we have to synthesize
the training dataset using the analytical model with random
parameters. Generating data and training neural models on
artificially synthesized datasets with controlled properties is
currently a growing trend in machine learning [44].

The synthesized dataset will be composed of families of
Nbias frequency characteristics gradually transforming into
each other, which mimics the situation of continuous transition
in the ring material operating regime; in our measurements
controlled by the DC-bias current IDC. Each pair of the out-
ermost characteristics Z1(f) (for zero DC-Bias) and ZNbias

(f)
(for full saturation) were generated from Eq. 1 for two
randomly selected sets of values (each of size 2M ): Ri in
the range from 10−3 to 104 Ω, and Li in the range from 10−7

to 10−4 H. Assumed ranges correspond to boundary values of
these elements (equivalent resistance and inductance) during
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Figure 3. Neural network basic model with an autoencoder structure, which is of fundamental type and used in various fields of machine learning or image
processing. The encoder is made of three convolutional layers (CNN) and three fully connected (FC) layers. The CNN layers are used as feature extractors,
while the FC layers are used for parameters ({Li, Ri}) predicting based on previously found representations. The decoder (Z) just implements an analytical
formula for the impedance of the LEEC model. The goal of the network is to reconstruct the input characteristics at the output.

the measurements. Afterwards, for each pair of characteristics
– example set is presented in Fig. 1(b) with outermost ones
marked in red and blue – we calculate Nbias − 2 intermediate
values at every frequency point with equal distances for real
and imaginary parts separately. This way we get Nbias char-
acteristics that form continuous transitions (across their full f
range) from one outermost to another – colors between red and
blue in Fig. 1(b), in accordance to measurements with different
DC-bias currents. In total, we collected Ntrain = 30 000
multidimensional families, each containing Nbias = 21 curves
gradually transforming into each other. Examples of some
other families of characteristics are presented in Fig. 2. These
data will serve as the training set.

III. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

Machine learning (ML) is a rapidly expanding field that has
begun to revolutionize many areas, including magnetic design
in power electronics [27]–[30]. ML is a branch of AI that
focuses on developing algorithms and statistical models that
enable computers to perform tasks without explicit instruc-
tions. Instead, they rely on patterns learned directly from data.
An autoencoder (AE) is a type of NN used to learn efficient
codings of data. It is trained in an unsupervised manner to
ignore irrelevant “features” and learn to represent the data in
a compressed form. AEs are composed of two parts: encoder
processes the input data and compresses it into a smaller,
dense representation, which captures the essence of the data,
while decoder, working in reverse of the encoder, takes the
compressed representation and reconstructs the original input
as closely as possible.

After defining the generated training and measured test
datasets, let us define the NN responsible for finding the model
parameters. The network will take a form of AE as illustrated
in Fig. 3, and trained in an unsupervised way. The role of
the encoder is to predict the analytical model parameters
{Li, Ri} (their values define the latent space of our AE), while
the decoder will just calculate the frequency characteristic
directly using Eq. 1 with parameters (latent space) found by
the encoder.

The goal for the NN is to reconstruct input characteristics
as accurately as possible, minimizing the reconstruction error,

defined by the loss function. This means that in our training
process, we don’t require any true predictions (labels); only
the frequency characteristics need to be reconstructed. This
makes our training scheme fully unsupervised.

The standard solution would also be to use an NN as the
decoder, but this approach makes less sense because we need
the decoder only to train the encoder, which in turn, is essential
for us (it predicts the analytical model parameters). Therefore,
we successfully replaced the NN decoder with the analytical
model itself (here defined by Eq. 1 for equivalent LEEC
impedance) implemented as part of the NN (without train-
able parameters, but using the model parameters ({Li, Ri})
predicted by the encoder) to be able to use the standard
backpropagation of loss mechanism during the training.

Frequency characteristics are organized on a 1D evenly
spaced grid along multiple decades on the log scale (50
points from 135 Hz to 107 Hz). To build an effective neural
representation, we used convolutional neural network (CNN)
layers as feature extractor parts, which is a common way
to process data organized on regular grids [45], [46]. Then,
we applied several fully connected (FC) layers serving as
parameter predictors, which are based on previously found
representations (by CNN). The detailed structure of the en-
coder network is presented in Fig. 3: three CNN feature
extractor layers are followed by three FC layers with 2M (see.
Eq.1) outputs in the last layer that predict the parameters. We
select CNN as a feature extractor (backbone) part, which is
common practice in signal or image processing [10], [11];
however, in principle, any other type of network could serve
as backbone network at this stage, depending on applications
– such as recurrent neural networks or nowadays very popular
transformer networks [47] with a self-attention mechanism
incorporated.

To train a NN model, we have to define a loss function L ,
which in our case will be just the decoder (reconstruction) loss
L = Ldec, i.e. the mean squared difference between input
and output impedance, taken in logarithmic scale for real and
imaginary part separately:

Ldec = MSLE
(
ℜ(Z),ℜ(Ẑ)

)
+MSLE

(
ℑ(Z),ℑ(Ẑ)

)
, (2)
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with Ẑ meaning reconstructed characteristic (decoder output),
and mean squared logarithmic error defined as

MSLE
(
Z, Ẑ

)
=

1

N

N∑
j=1

(
log(Zj)− log(Ẑj)

)2
. (3)

The AE is trained over the whole training set and the sum in
Eq. 2 goes over N = Ntrain ×Nbias frequency characteristics
Z in the training set. However, in practice, during a single
training step of the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method,
only a smaller random portion (mini-batch) is used, here
Nbatch = 1024. Training typically lasted 100-500 epochs up
to the loss saturation. To validate the NN model performance
after the training, we also define the relative error of the fitting
(FE):

FE =

√
RE
(
ℜ(Z),ℜ(Ẑ)

)
+RE

(
ℑ(Z),ℑ(Ẑ)

)
, (4)

with

RE
(
Z, Ẑ

)
=

1

N

N∑
j=1

(
log(Zj)− log(Ẑj)

log(Zj)

)2

. (5)

IV. BASIC MODEL RESULTS

Let us now analyze the NN model performance. To verify
the model’s ability to generalize over the broad variety of
characteristics we estimate the validation error using Eq. 4 but
calculated after the training on some additional validation set
generated in the same way as the training one. Table I proves
that the model is capable of predicting parameters for a variety
of characteristics (as example one presented in Fig. 1(b)),
which is a crucial property, a necessary condition that must
be met in order to have a chance of predicting parameters
for unknown measured characteristic. The result presented in
1st column of Table I shows that the basic version of the
NN model (depicted in Fig. 3) generalizes quite well with the
fitting error slightly above 8%.

Let us now perform tests and apply the model to measured
data as presented in Fig. 1(a). Comparison of characteristics
for the analytical model (defined in Eq. 1, with parameters
predicted via the NN model) and the measured one, for
selected IDC values, are presented in Fig. 4(a,b) and shows
quite good fitting performance over the broad range of DC-
bias currents. It is worth recalling here that the measurement
data was not a part of the training dataset. Moreover, we
calculated the relative fitting error systematically, using Eq. 4
but now on the measured data, for every DC-bias current over
the frequency range as presented in Fig. 4(c). In general, we

models validation error
basic Siamese modified Siamese

8.24% 5.29% 4.54%
models test error

basic Siamese modified Siamese
12.54% 7.22% 5.18%

Table I
RELATIVE FITTING ERROR FOR DIFFERENT MODIFICATIONS OF THE NN

MODEL CALCULATED USING VALIDATION SYNTHETIC SET AND
MEASURED TEST SET.

observe that the error does not exceed 30%, which is quite
a resonable result for fitting the model over so wide range
of frequencies, impedance amplitudes, and DC-bias currents
IDC. On average it is even smaller and equals 12.54%.

V. SIAMESE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

The results obtained for the basic NN model are acceptable
but have one substantial drawback. If we look at Fig. 4(d)
which presents values of characteristic frequencies defined
as ωi = Ri/Li for each of LR pairs in a series (of size
M = 7) for subsequent IDC currents, we observe that the
values are irregular and quite independent from each other
which seems to be unphysical. In order to restore the more
realistic behavior which is more likely to be continuous (we
do not expect to have any phase transitions in the model here),
the standard NN model was extended to the Siamese model
shown in Fig. 5. The idea behind the Siamese NNs, popular
in many ML areas, such as face recognition [48], is to have
two (or more) copies of a network that works in parallel and
process different data samples at the same time. Two Siamese
copies use (share) the same NN parameters (weights) while
working in tandem (see Fig. 5) on two different input samples
to compute two separate predictions. Throughout the training,
the weights are effectively updated twice by applying distinct
loss terms for each branch, along with an additional term
that just compares the two predictions. Processing multiple
samples at once enables to regularize of the model behavior
with respect to the similarity between data samples by adding
this extra term to the loss function. In our case we can process
neighbor characteristics, i.e. for IDC and IDC + ∆I – see
Fig. 5, and enforce parameters predicted for that data points
to change continuously, by including additional loss terms in
a form:

lcont(L) =
1

Nbias − 1

Nbias−1∑
k=1

log2
(
Lk+1

Lk

)
. (6)

The sum in Eq. 6 goes for every Nbias−1 neighboring pair in
a given characteristics family. It penalizes too high a change
of the parameters between neighbors. The total continuity loss
should include M parameters and all Ntrain training families:

Lcont(L) =
1

MNtrain

M∑
i=1

Ntrain∑
j=1

lcont(Li,j). (7)

In the same way, we define Lcont(R). Moreover, we found
that in our case it is beneficial to add yet another term to the
loss function:

lmono(L) =


0 if 1

Nbias−1

∑Nbias−1
k=1 (Lk+1 − Lk) < 0,

1
Nbias−1

∑Nbias−1
k=1 (Lk+1 − Lk) otherwise,

(8)
in order to maintain a monotonic decrease in the parameter
values with the DC-bias current IDC, which is justified by the
ring material saturation. The total monotonicity loss Lmono(L)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Results for testing the basic neural network model on the measured ring data: (a,b) examples of fitting the analytical model (solid curves), with
parameters predicted by the NN model, versus measurements (dots) for the selected DC-bias currents IDC = {1.8, 7.0, 16.7} A, (c) relative fitting error for
the various DC-bias currents IDC plotted versus frequency, and (d) characteristic frequencies fi = 2πRi/Li of the predicted NN model parameters (each
line represent fi for one LR pair in the LEEC series) versus DC-bias current IDC.The blue color marks the frequency range where the measurements data
are located. .

is defined in the same way as in Eq. 7. All in all, the loss
function for the Siamese NN model is as follows:

LSiam = Ldec+α1Lcont(L) + α2Lcont(R)+

+α3Lmono(L) + α4Lmono(R), (9)

with the training hyperparameters αi that control the impact
of the loss components responsible for keeping the continuity
of the parameters under IDC changes.

If we look at the results for the Siamese NN model presented
in Fig. 6(a,b), where we force the model to predict similar
parameters for similar characteristics, we can observe that now
characteristic frequencies ωi = Ri/Li change with the DC-
bias current IDC continuously and in some case monotonically
– see Fig. 6(b). Moreover, a surprising but also very desirable
property is that forcing the continuity for the change of the
parameters {Li, Ri} with IDC at the same time has made
fitting of the analytical model better than before – in Fig. 6(a)
the relative fitting error typically does not exceed 15% with
the average value over frequencies and currents equals 7.22%.

VI. MODIFIED SIAMESE MODEL

Fig. 6(b) presents yet another feature of the Siamese model
(which was also partially present in the basic NN model) that
it has a strong tendency to select features-parameters of the

predicted analytical model (Eq. 1). It manifests in the fact
that some groups of parameters, i.e. LR pairs in a series,
are irrelevant – their characteristic frequencies, here ω1, ω2,
ω3, lie outside the ring working frequencies, which means
that they can be safely skipped in the model. This motivates
us to reduce the dimensionality of the model by assuming
M = 5. Moreover, we observed that enforcing a more uniform
positioning of the characteristic frequencies in the frequency
domain over which the model operates can be beneficial in
terms of further reducing the model size. Therefore, we added
another component to the loss function of the form:

Lω =
1

NM

N∑
j=1

M∑
i=1

(
Ri

Li
− Ωi

)2

, (10)

with N = Ntrain × Nbias, M = 5, and the
constant frequency nodes centered at positions Ωi =
{103, 104.75, 106.5, 108.25, 1010} Hz. The values of Ωi have
been chosen to evenly cover the frequency range of the
measurement data. Moreover, including an extra point above
this range further improved the fitting. Now the loss function
for the modified Siamese NN model is the following:

LSiam′ = LSiam + α5Lω. (11)
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Figure 5. Siamese neural network model composed of two copies of the basic model that share the weights and process two neighbor characteristics (that differ
in DC-bias current by ∆I) at the same time enabling to train the model to predict similar (or continuously changing) parameters for similar characteristics.

The results in Fig. 6(c,d) clearly show that now the positioning
of the characteristic frequencies is more homogeneous and all
of ωi occupies ring working frequency range. In addition, the
relative fitting error obtained here is less than 10% in most
cases and on average is the smallest among all three NN
models, reaching 5.18%.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the first approach to the problem, we defined a network
that predicts the parameters directly (containing the encoder
part only) and compares them with the parameters used to
generate a given characteristic. Such training was strictly
supervised by using the encoder loss, defined as:

Lenc =
1

2NM

N∑
j=1

2M∑
yi∈{Li,Ri}

log2
(
yij
ŷij

)
. (12)

The sum in Eq. 12 goes over the training samples and
parameters: ŷij means the i-th parameter (Li or Ri) predicted
for j-th sample, Zj , whereas yij represents ground truth
parameters – we already know them from the generation
process. However, this approach simply failed because it was
not possible to effectively train a neural model that would
generalize beyond a limited set of characteristics being some
narrow part of the training data. Much better results came from
the unsupervised training where the AE model is simply given
a variety of characteristics and has to attempt to reconstruct
them. The model proposed in our scheme is able to generalize
well, which is shown in Table I where the validation error
reaches a few percent for the training set with a huge variety
of characteristics. Consequently, the NN model is able to
correctly fit parameters for previously unseen measured test

data. At the same time, it is worth noting that the diversity of
the training set (see Fig.2) fulfilled a kind of regularization,
ensuring that the NN does not overfit any particular behavior.

In the proposed approach, the decoder is needed only to
estimate the loss function (Ldec), that is minimized during
the training. The approach where a large component of NN
model (in our case, the decoder) is used only to estimate the
error of the predictive part (encoder) in ML is not unusual. It is
characteristic, for example, for generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [49], where the discriminator is trained to estimate the
error of the generator, or in neural style transfer models [50],
where the pretrained NN determines so-called style or content
losses.

The proposed scheme for fitting parameters of lumped
model is general and in principle can be applied to any
analytical model. The decoder introduces analytical formula
which parameters are predicted by the encoder. The only
requirement is that the decoder formula, which will pass the
fitting error when the encoder is trained by backpropagation,
should be differentiable.

In the proposed framework the materials are represented
by multidimensional features, in our case as normalized
impedance data in the form of real and imaginary parts
calculated from the modulus and phase values of the data
generated. The way the NN is trained is designed so that
we can naturally enforce continuous (or any other physical)
behavior on the entire family of measurement characteristics
simultaneously.

In classical methods for finding equivalent circuit elements,
there is difficulty in capturing the correlation between indi-
vidual Z(f) characteristics for different DC-bias currents [41],
and they are usually only able to match individual characteris-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 4 but results for (a,b) Siamese neural network, and (c,d) modified Siamese model.

tics [51], [52]. This results in discontinuous parameters (here,
the ladder elements L, R) as a function of the DC current. The
Siamese network proposed here solves this problem. Vector
fitting, as a standard method for finding transfer function
parameters, not only has the problem of ensuring continuous
parameters as a function of DC current but also cannot
guarantee that the identified transfer function is a positive real
function [53]. Using neural networks allows for the imposition
of arbitrary constraints and boundary conditions, including
enforcing the physical behavior of the fitted parameters.

The proposed method exhibits a robust tendency to param-
eter selection. Although the initially suggested complexity of
analytical model was M = 7, the NN network identified
some components as having negligible contributions (as shown
in Fig. 5(b)), effectively reducing the complexity M → 4.
Consequently, in the subsequent experiment (Fig. 5(d)), NN
successfully predicted a simplified analytical model with M =
5 while maintaining a comparably low error.

One way to further improve the presented model is to
eliminate the arbitrarily determined grid of Ωi (Eq. 10) by
adding a term in loss function that penalizes the characteristic
frequencies of the individual LR ladder elements coming too
close to each other. This will result in a more uniform distri-
bution of these frequencies without imposing their positions
from above.

VIII. METHODS

Data generation was performed with the usage of Pytorch
library [54] on GPU (RTX A6000 48GB GDDR6), which
significantly speedups the generation process from a few hours
(when using CPU - 64 cores 128 threads Ryzen Threadripper
3990X) to a dozen seconds (GPU). NN model (encoder
and decoder part) was implemented using Pytorch with an
automatic differentiation engine (autograd) used to track the
gradient of the loss with respect to the model parameters
during the backpropagation stage. The training of the single
model on the GPU Nvidia RTX A6000 took about 1 hour.

Measurements were taken for NANOPERM nanocrystalline
rings from Magnetec GmbH labeled M-676 [55], for different
magnetization currents IDC up to ring saturation using the
Keysight Technologies Impedance Analyzer E4990A-030 to
measure the impedance frequency characteristic and Keysight
Technologies DC Power Supply N8731A to supply the DC-
bias current IDC.
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